BABY DEVORO™ FloWise® 10" HIGH ROUND FRONT TOILET

- **2315.228**
  - Vitreous china
  - High Efficiency, Low Consumption (4.8 Lpf / 1.28 gpf)
  - Meets definition of HET (High Efficiency Toilet)
  - 10-1/4" rim height
  - 10" roughing-in
  - Round front siphon action bowl
  - Chrome trip lever
  - Sanitary dam on bowl
  - Fully glazed trapway
  - 2 color-matched bolt caps
  - 100% factory flush tested

- **3128.001** Round Front Universal Bowl with bolt caps
- **4019.228** Tank complete with coupling components and tank trim (1.28gpf / 4.8Lpf)

**Nominal Dimensions:**
633 x 439 x 622mm
(25" x 17-1/4" x 24-1/2")

**Alternative Tank Configurations Available:**
- **4019.613** Tank with locking device complete with coupling components and tank trim
- **4019.828** Tank complete with trip lever on right side

Fixture only, seat and supply are not included and must be purchased separately.

**Compliance Certifications - Meets or Exceeds the Following Specifications:**
- ASME A112.19.2-2008 / CSA B45.1-08 for Vitreous China Fixtures

**System MaP* Score:**
- 500 grams of miso @ 1.28 gpf

* Maximum Performance (MaP) testing performed by IAPMO R&T Lab. MaP Report conducted by Veritec Consulting, Inc. and Koeller and Company.

**NOTES:**
- THIS COMBINATION IS DESIGNED TO ROUGH-IN AT A MINIMUM DIMENSION OF 254mm (10) FROM FINISHED WALL TO C/L OF OUTLET
- DIMENSION SHOWN FOR LOCATION OF SUPPLY IS SUGGESTED. SUPPLY NOT INCLUDED AND MUST BE ORDERED SEPARATELY.

**IMPORTANT:** Dimensions of fixtures are nominal and may vary within the range of tolerances established by ANSI Standard A112.19.2. These measurements are subject to change or cancellation. No responsibility is assumed for use of superseded or voided pages.

---

**To Be Specified:**
- Color: White
- Seat: #5001G.055 Baby Devoro Seat open front with EverClean® less cover
- Supply with Stop: